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More window insert design
choices than any other Garage
Door Manufacturer. Over 39
different choices - The Most!

Super Poly Back Insulated 1/4" thick
back skin is so strong you can walk on
it! Made with full sheets of foam. More
strength, no squeak. Solid bonded
construction. This type of design adds
strength to the door plus our Formula
124 construction makes it super
strong.
Steel Back Insulated Models are the
strongest in the industry. Formula
124 and 25 ga front skin and
25 ga back skin make these the
thickest steel back doors in the
industry. More dent resistant. Like a
rolling steel wall to keep out the
elements.

THE MOST
WINDOW
DESIGNS

Most offer the standard 10
Designs. Not very much
selection to choose from.
Hard to match your house
design with limited selection.

POLY
INSULATED

Thin pieces of paper-thin vinyl backed
foam, are inserted in a pan (non-insulated) door section. Not bonded, they
move around, squeak and give no
extra strength to the door. On top of
that, it's so easy to poke a hole through
the paper-thin vinyl backing. In a year,
it turns yellow because it has no UV
protection. Heat and light turn it
yellow.

STEEL
BACK
SANDWICH
INSULATED

28, 27, 26 ga thin steel
back sandwich doors are the
standard offered by most
Garage Door Manufacturers.
Thinner steel dents very easy
and does not provide as much
strength.

SMOOTH
NO WOODGRAIN
TEXTURE
MODELS

Smooth, no woodgrain texture.
Premium Models available in
Flush Design plus Carriage House
Design. A modern upgraded
custom look found only here.

SMOOTH
NO WOODGRAIN
TEXTURE
MODELS

AUTHENTIC
WOOD-LIKE
MODELS

Wood-like steel doors have an
authentic real wood look. Dark
finish color features a clear
coat protection that is not found
on other manufacturer's standard
wood look type models. Longer
lasting, real looking finish for
year after year, enduring beauty.

AUTHENTIC
WOOD-LIKE
MODELS

27

Others do not offer a rigid
smooth option like Unique.

No clear coat offering. Most
do not look very authentic. A
2-coat process, not 3, looks
more like paint than wood.

